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In the last decade, urbanisation emerged as the engine of economic growth in India, as well

as the catalyser of tensions and conflicts among social, religious and cultural groups.

Narratives of migration are a very useful and interesting tool to represent urban growth, both

at a socio-cultural and at a spatial level. Patterns of inward and outward migration provide an

insight on the choices and strategies that lead people to settle down in different parts of the

city, to move from the countryside to an urban centre, or to move out of the city in search of

different opportunities. In particular, outward migrations acquired symbolic importance in

representing stereotypes of social mobility among different groups in the city. The image of

the 'migrant' contributed to crystallising prejudices and false narratives about religious

communities, as tensions and conflicts between Hindus and Muslims increased in the last

three decades and informed patterns of organisation of the urban social geography.

On one side the myth of a flow of money and extremist ideologies from Indian Muslim

workers in the Arab countries to their families in India became a flag for Hindu extremist

associations to target Muslim neighbourhoods and label them as breeding camps for

terrorists. On another side, the successful rhetoric around the success of urban middle classes

as driving forces of India's economic growth nurtured another myth: that of a middle class,

mostly Hindu, youth going to study in the United States, or the UK, and becoming successful

NIRs, non-resident Indians maintaining strong bondages with the motherland.

Starting from the opposite stories of two residents of Ahmedabad city, a Hindu and a

Muslim, this paper seeks to show the lights and shadows behind the narratives of migrations.

While all the aspirations and expectations are well represented in the memories of the

migrant, the experiences of migrating and settling in a different reality, and that of returning

to the ciy of origin, show how migration sometimes can also mean downward mobility and

failure. These kinds of life patterns are very common and represent an interesting angle to

understand aspects of the geography of segregation and conflict in contemprary Indian

megalopolises.


